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walked Abstein, forcing In a run. Wilpast year and the- feeling of business
.v
son struck out" One run.
depression whicn has' undoubtedly ex
'
Second Inning
isted, the club has been able not only
in
to continue its existence as a factor
Detroit The Tigers were retired
for good in the community, but has
order.
put itself in a position to be of more
Pittsburg Gibson beat out a hit to
Bush. Adams sacrificed, sending Gib!
usefulness to the community than has
been the case since the first year of
son to second. He went to third on
"'
its organization.Byrne's out at first, Delehanty making
Gibson scored
The present board of direcois has
a wonderful pick-up- .
on a wild pitch.
worked faithfully to advance the best
I
Third Inning
interests pt the community, and ,' has
at the same time put the club' Itself
Detroit Out in order.
on a sound financial footing.
Pittsburg Clarke walked. Wagner
One of the main difficulties that was
singled, sending Clarke to third.
Clark scored on Miller's out at first
constantly being met in former admin
ALLEGED SPANISH REVOLUTION
STATE DEPARTMENT SACRIFICED istrations was the fact, that member PROF. L. L. DYCHE OF KANSAS,
'
FIFTH GAME OF WORLD'S SERIES One run.
IS
SAYS HIS CHARGES ARE
SUMMARILY
IST
Fourth
HIM TO SAVE ITSELF 18
Inning
MARKED BY SENSATIONAL
ship was constantly being depleted by
'
order.
Out
INCREDIBLE
in
substantial
Detroit
business
of,
'.
'.;
resignations
BELIEF
PLAYS
'
men for reasons which were in most
Pittsburg Out In order.
Fifth Inning
instances inadequate.' The action of
PROTESTS OF NO AVAIL ISSUES SIZZLING STATEMENT the stockholders on February 17th,' in COOK IS NOT DISTURBED
Detroit Out in order.
RUNS A FEATURE
HOME
the
Pittsburg Out in order.
passing the resolution
Sixth Inning
providing for a membership MAINTAINS
SILENCE AND
RE
D. JONES AND
CRAWCLARKE,
Detroit With one man down, Cobb ITALY AND FRANCE BOTH INTER MINISTER, WHOSE RESIGNATION fee of $25, has had a most salutary
TIME
WILL
VIN
ITERATES
CEDED IN CONDEMNED MAN'S'
effect. Since that date very few resig.
IS ASKED, DEFENDS
singled to left. Crawford doubled to
FORD KNOCK BALL OVER
DICATE HIM
center, scoring Cobb. Delehanty hit
BEHALF
COURSE
THE FENCE
(Continued on Page 2)
to Wagner, who threw wild, Craw-forTwo runs.
scoring.
FAMOUS HERMIT MINES
MONEY
VALET
PLEA IN VAIN UP TO THE
DAUGHTER'S
Out
PRESIDENT
PITTSBURG WAS LUCKY Pittsburg Seventhin' order.
WILL BE DEVELOPED
Inning
Detroit Out in order.
(Special Dispatch)
KING REFUSED TO COMMUTE WHAT WILL TAFT DO IN THE
HENSON, WHO HAS MADE TRIP
GOT HITS WHEN HITS
MEANT
Pittsburg Schmidt now catching for
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 13. The Her
TO FAR NORTH, GETS JOB
8ENTENCE THREATENED
Detroit. Adams struck out. Byrne
RUNS FINAL SCORE WAS
MATTER, IS ALL ABSORBING .
mit Mines and Development ocmpany
"
Clarke
Leach
AS A LECTURER
singled.
Bingled.
DEATH
WITH
QUESTION
EIGHT TO FOUR
of East Las Vegas, today filed ar
knocked the ball into the center field
ticles of incorporation with the terristand for a home run, scoring Byrne;
torial
13.
Oct.
secretary. The company is ca
Prof.
Barcelona, Spain,
Washington,' Oct. 13. "What will
Pittsburg, Oct. 13. Pittsburg took Leach and himself. Wagner was hit by
at $200,000, divided into 20,000 of the University of Kansas, who ac
Francisco
a
pitalized
court
convicted
by
Fetrer,
Taft do with Crane's resignation?"
the lead today in the world's cham- pitched ball, stole second and scored
shares. The incorporators and shares
of
martial
chief
of
the
revolu
being
was
to
second.
the question exciting all Wash
companied both Cook and Peary oa
pionship baseball series, winning 8 to on Schmidt's wild throw
held by each are as follows:
tionists in the recent' Barcelona riots,
Harry
runs.
Crane's
Four
to the Arctic restinging
today.
reply
ington
4 in a game replete with heavy hitW. Garberson, 720 shares; John A former expeditions
was shot this morning against the
to Secretary of State Knox, a stateEighth Inning
to the Topeka.
statement
in a
ting. Three times during the game
Except ment in which he asserts he was un Baker, 100 shares; John K. Martin, gions,
Detroit Crawford secured a home wall of Montjulch fortress.
80 shares; John W: Thompson, 100 State Journal today regarding Peary's
was the ball hit over the center eld run, with two out, knocking the ball for a momentary emotion when told
fairly treated by the state department
fence for home runs. Clarke's hit In into the center field stand. Leach, of the efforts of his daughter tc save and lays the burden for his action shares. All of the incorporators are charges, says that they are incredible,
of East Las Vegas. The paid up ca because no Ignorant Eskktios could
the seventh, with two men on bases,
running for it, broke down the fence, him, he retained his composure to the directly on President ' Taft, under
One last, walking bravely to the ditch and whose Instructions he says he acted pital stock of the company Is $10,000. make the ' map ascribed , to them, If
the game, as it gave Pittsburg a but was apparently uninjured.
facing the firing squad without a makes the action of the president of The mines of the company are in the they have not been over the ground
ieaa whicn was never overcome. run.
Hermit Peak mining district and are for years.
tremor.
He was refused the rites of
He says the most asSum
relieves
Adams outpitched Summers; holding
Willetts
Pittsburg
great Importance. It Is believed he said to
give promise of being fabii' tounding part of the story la' his
the Tigers down to six swats, three of mers in box. Wilson doubled to D. the church.
will not interfere but will make Sec
lous producers.
which were for extra bases. Willetts Jones,' who lost the ball in the sun
claim that Cook, after reaching that
retary Knox bear the responsibility
Protests of No Avail
relieved Summers in the eighth in- Gibson singled, scoring Wilson. On
1, jfor the action taken.- Many diplo
part of the country which he wishoJ
TABOR-VOGCOMPANY
The decree of the court martial mats believe
to
attain after so long a struggle,
ning, but it was too late then for De run.
was
as
used
Crane,
IS DECLARED BANKRUPT abandoned Ms dash to the polo withwas carried out despite protests from
,
Ninth Inning
troit to win the came.
and that it was the intenboth France and Italy and threats of. tion of the state
The weather conditions for the fifth
Detroit Out in order.
out reason. ProLIyche says this
department to let
B. H. E. death to King Alfonso. Ferrer's at "Janai know that thia envemmpnt h-The score
(Special Dispatch)
Is most unlikely. ?
game of the big series was much bet.
8
'
"
,. 1
I
:
.
ter than yesterday's, and, in, view of, rittsburg
,rJSan.taFe N. M., Oct. 13.tc-X)10' 2
uv .1 j uui nave a W
pett.
' tn .ortnin trat1o wltni,txv.
o" tion of the TJ. S. Bank & Trust com4- - 6
1 trial, as the witnesses were not exam
4ho jsarm weather it was believed that Detroit
so
could
not
far
retract if
that it
ing
COOK CONFIDENT
pany, H. S. Kaune & Company and DR.
Batteries Adams and Gibson; Sum- ined, only their depositions
Detroit would rely on "Wild BUI" Donbeing necessary.
OF PROVING CLAIMS
H.
B.
&
and
of
ovan to do the twirling.
and
mers
this
read. King ..Alfonso refused to heed
Cartwright
Brother,
Willetts,; Stanage
Manager
Crane Defends Himself
Clarke announced this morning that Schmidt.
the pleas made by Ferrer's daughter,
city, Judge John R. McFie today deMr. Crane's statement is as follows clared the Tabor-Vog- t
Buffalo. N. Y.V Oct. 13. "I can onlir
Adams would be In the box for PittsMercantile comUmpires ' Johnstone and O'Lough- - in which she begged him to Bave-he- r
"The statement issued by the de pany at Glorieta, N. M., an involun s?y that living witnesses of my jour
burg, with "Chick" Brandom in re- lin.
father's life.
serve.
partment of state is slightly Inaccur tary bankrupt, and placed the concern ney to the polo will themselves disate in saying the secretary has In In the hands of E. A. Johnson! referee perse the correct version of their
Ty Cobb, Detroit's star, arrived from FOREIGN SCHOLARSHIP
REVOLUTION BREAKS
formed me that my resignation will in bankruptcy. The liabilities of the statements put into their mouths by
Detroit during the morning via BufFOR A YOUNG WOMAN
OUT IN NICARAGUA
be accepted. The letter I 'received company are said to be heavy.
falo, as he heard he would be
Peary," said Dr. Cook, the arctic exIf he came through Cleveland,
from Mr. Knox says he has recom
New York, Oct. 13. The General
plorer here today. ''I will bring them
New Orleans, Oct. 13. A special
for assaulting a hotel watchman there. Federationof Women's clubs, has ofto
to
mended
SUSPECTED
the
America as soon 'is possible an!
ANARCHISTS
the
that
president
to . the '
announces
He decided to take no chances.
.
Befered a scholarship of $1,500 to the
MAY BE DEPORTED submit them for examination to any
my
president
accept
resignation.
a revolution has broken out in
Just before the game was called, American woman who successfully that
scientific body." ' Dr. Cook said he
on Page 6)
(Continued
Nicaragua.
the batteries were announced as fol passes an examination. The scholarLos Angeles, Oct. 13. Six foreign would make no direct reply to Peary,
lows: Detroit Summers' and Stanage; ship is for Oxford or Cambridge, and
ers, some identified with the revolu as he desired no newspaper controthe examination will embrace Latin,
Pittsburg Adams and Gibson.
,
tionary movement in Mexico,' are un- versy.
First Inning
Greek and mathematics. It will be
s
der arrest here as a result of their
Detroit D. Jones, the first man up, held in all the states and territories
V
activity in a meeting held Sunday to PEARY'S VALET WILL
got a home run, knocking the ball over on October 19 and 20.
denounce President Taft. They may
SEEK TO DISCREDIT COOK
the center field fence. Pittsburg then
'
be deported.,
delayed the game several minutes, to FEDERAL EMPLOYES LOSE
,. New
Oct. 13. A
York,
local
let Pitcher Adams steady down. The
'
J. M. BAR R IE, AUTHOR,
JOBS; HAZED A MAN
theatrical 'manager has announced that
next three batters were retired in
. DIVORCED FROM. WIFE he has
engaged Matthew Henson, the-The Commercial club's annuaf meet for directors, a short recess was
order. One run.
Washington, Oct. 13. It has been
valet of Peary on his north pole dash,
officers
of
election
and
for
the
taken.
r
Leach found that hazing Is" not confined ing
Pittsburg Byrne singled.
T
.
JJ
London, Oct. 13. J. M. Barrle, the fr. Wtiiia 9 r
I. BU.U
10
AHJ
JbUlO!
The following nominations for di author and playwright, "today was
beat out a bunt and Clark sacrificed, wholly to, colleges. Three appren- directors for the ensuing year, which
will
follow Dr. Cook around the counclub
rooms
the
rectors
were reported by the directors given a divorce from his
sending Byrne to third, and Leach to tices and a pbite printer in the bureau was held last night at
wife, on a try,
Cook ever reached!
second. Wagner was then purposely of engraving and printing, are to be in the Masonic Temple, was the larg- and ratified without a dissenting vote: charge of ' her misconduct with Gi- the denying that
make his flrat ap
He
will
pole..
most
enthusiastic
Max Nordhaus, Isaac Davis, Hallett lbert
given a walk by Summers, filling the dismissied for hazing and injuring a est attended and
Cannan, a young author.
The pearance at the Hippodrome Sunday
There
M.
M.
in
held
several
S.
years.
"
meeting
Raynolds,
bases. Miller struck out,, but Summers newcomer.
Clark, suit 'was not defended.
Padgett, J.
v- r' night.'
were between forty and fifty members W. E. Gortner, g. B. Davis, Jr., Dr. C.
S. Losey, W. G. Haydon and Dr F. T.
present
to
was
order
called
V.
The
Fest.
by
meeting
A
President W. J. Lucas, and the first
Remarks were then made by Mr.
business in order was the reading ot Hoskins, who congratulated Mr. Clark
the minutes of the last meeting, on the good work he had done in im
which were approved. The annual re proving the roads leading into Las
ports of the secretary and treasurer Vegas..
were then read and approved.
He was followed by President
'
The next business in order was the Lucas, who spoke of the splendid work
under blank to him. Aq identification card
While evidently labqring
N. M., Oct. 13. Wil pie, who will come to see and hear '
Albuquerque,
officers
for
the
nomination
of
counin
of
the
this
interests
ensuing
city and
aberration of mind from some cause in his pocket requested that Mrs. C.
D. T. Hosklns placed in nomi ty accomplished by F. H. Pierce in liam Howard Taft. president of the tne president i
P. Snyder, residing at No. 4551, Low-je- year.
other than strong drink, a man by
nation W. J. Lucas, the retiring presi interesting D. A. Camfield, of Greeley, United States, will spend half a day I Thls news, jthich will be received!
avenue, Denver, Colq., be notified
the name of C. Harlow and who had in case anything should
dent, and upon motion Mr. Lucas was Colo., in a big reclamation project On in Albuquerque Friday, and the people with rejoicing "by the people of Albuhappen to the elected to succeed himself b unani the mesa. He
querque and the territory, was re- - '
also praised the Las of New Mexico
forgotten everything but his name, bearer.
gathered here to do ceived in the torm of private advice
mous vote.
board
in
and
Vegas
grant
furthering
Mr. Harlow is apparently about sixstepped Into Graaf & Hayward'g yeshonor to the chief executive of the
In accepting the office for another
yesterday aftrnoon by President B. '
possible Jhe ,' closing of the
nation will have ample chance to see
terday morning to purchase some eat- ty years of age, fairly well dressed term, Mr. 'Lucas thanked the members making
contract
. for
this
and
reservoir
Spitz and Secretary W. P. Kelly of r
big '
ing apples. He was staring into vac- and bears no evidence of having been
for the honor! He said that the Com- ditch system,:i which, will reclaim and hear the, president. Mr. Taft will the Commercial club. These advices- ,
ancy at the time, though no particular drinking. After' partially recovering mercial club justified its xlstence
carry out his original Intention of which are from positively, authorita
by thousands of acres of land.
attention would have been paid to his equilibrium, he remembered havr
'
a public address to the people tive sources, state that the- making
'such magnificent quarFollowing the close of the business
special ,
him only for the reason that he re- ing lost a suit case, which probably maintaining
of
New
Mexico and will be driven train
club
but
than
a
farther
the
club
members enjoyed
ters,
this,
session, the
the
thlch
upon
president
is
marked that he would be obliged to had been left in a saloon or restaurant was in a
position to be of great Jbene- - smoker. Music was furnished by a about the city in an automobile. He traveling will leave Winslow, Arizona.
'anyone' who would tell him where he that keeps open all night, for it is fit in the next five years in vi.W of trio
will in all probability receive one of
several hours ,r earlier, , than con- composed of Messrs. Smith, Eng'
yas, how he got here, and whence he likely that Harlow reached Las Vegas the great development in sight! 1 land and Dutt. A light lunch was the greatest ovations of his entire
tviuyiaitiu oy uc yiuttl ' ILiner- to
came. He seemed
realize that he some time during Monday night.
He
trip through the great southwest
The election of a
.
!sq also served.
with
ary,
the gratifying
result
was In a predicament, but was power- sat by the stove in Graaf &
of the re
resulted in the
The annual report of George A. The president" will deliver his that the president will reach"-- Albu- less to help himself. He thought he
from 7:30 .o'clock yesterday tiring official, M. W. Browne,, being Fleming, the club's secretary, which speech: from the platform erected in
afternoon from the-- ;
querque on
front of the main entrant tn h at. west This Friday
belonged In Iowa; but letters found morning till the arrival of No. 10 at unanimously
contains much of interest, follows:
means
that he will have
on his person and a railroad ticket 12:20 yesterday afternoon,.,,;hen' he
varado hotel, Tjeginning the address
,
A, committee was then appointed by
Report of Secretary
time to make a public address
..n
ample
soon
was
to
Denver
from BakersfielaVCal.,"
assisted to .the depot and placed President Lucas to present nominaIn presenting this, my third annual immediately after the arrival of the and take in the big territorial fair.
i
dispelled this" Idea. The' ticket was in .charge of the conductor, running tions for members of the 'bdard of di report to the officers, members and special train. 'Excursion trains will
i
stamped in Albuquerque, as all from thia city to La Junta, where he rectors. This committee consisted of stockholders of the Commercial club, be rhn1rlntO 'Albuquerque from all A
marriage license has been grant......
.
on
10th.
will be placed on board a train for Jefferson 'Raynolds, D. T. Hoskins and I do so with a distinct
tickets
the
;"
are,
through
feeling of satis yai to vi me eltory ana It f eroes ed to Anicetq Valdez, of Canada del
Where he had been since that date, Denver and be looked after by
W. B. Bunker. While the committee re- faction that In face of mopt unfavor without saying that tha city: will be ftAfafrl anil Maria Vo,ala ' rv
r
or what he had done, was a total
tired to agree upon the nominations able financial conditions during the crowded with a vast multitude of
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eranh business which has been steadi
miSIIFS
ly on the increase at that elation.
Keeps live men busily employed.
'
W.- T. Blest, bollermakers
foreman
SI1VFY
i. mif 1111 Ull UUill Lil
in Las Vegas shops, has been trans
ferred to Belen in similar capacity. He
FOR NEW LINE is succeeded here in the position by
John McCann.
The Santa Fe conmanv is becomlne
PARTY WILL tne
ESaiNEERING
n,storlail 0f , the, country by pre- N
Iservinew the romances of th
IZICH TUCUMCARI
inat in

AN

IFF
Ink M

I

-

NOVEMBER

on in pnnn
UUrtU ouuw

I.. Sfi ILB
Th

Contfecting Link From Clovia'to
Border tcity Will Have a One Per

cnt cide
011

Nev

Will Put Latter Town
Cut-of-

o

Coleman-Texlc-

f.

Oct. 13. The
Santa
surfey from Clovis to this city
has reached
the Caprock, and will
epen4 gone time in locating the best
grale up to the plateau.' Puerto canyon has been
surveyed and a good
crossing at a grade, of 1 4 per cent
aay be had over the Caprock there.
APache
canyon Is now,, being surveyed and
it is hoped by the engineers to
loer the grade at that point A number of
surveys have been made lead-'n- S

Tucu!u,ri( N.

M.,

1--

up to

these crossings, and after

and depots along its route.
The undertakers from the east, who
have been attending the annual convention at Portland, Oregon, are
scheduled to pass through " here in
their special late Friday night, leaving Albuquerque at 2:45 Friday, af;
ternoon.
That new1 Stanley automobile has
arrived for Engineer D. A. Sulier and
it is a beauty to behold. It is propelled by steam and la supplied with
every modern 'appliance. The freight
charges alone was no small Item of
expense.
Division Lineman W. S. Hayes, of
Gallup, N. M., is in ths Los Angeles
Santa Fe hospital with typhoid fever.
Latest reports indicate that he Is doing well and will probably be at home
in a few weeks. Mr, Hayes is relieved during his illness by Lineman

A. K. Belrne, formerly Of Albu
querque, is the division foreman for
the Santa Fe at Belen. Tom Seery,
who was storekeeper
for Lantry
Bros., and Sharp, the contractors, is
still in care of the stores. A. F. Marquette, confidential clerk to Engineer
J. V. Keys, is chief clerk to Mr. Belrne.
The roundhouse foreman is C. C.
Brooks, formerly with the El Paso &
Southwetsern at TucumcarL and S. S.
Gorman, another E. P. & S. W. man,
is the boss bollermaker. There, are
eighteen stalls in the roundhouse and
tor this
engines pass through them
thirty
and
final,
(survey, preliminary
'
Is running about $125 a
day and will daily.
total between $6,000 and $7,000 when
The new Harvey hotel nearing com
It is finished to this city. But, when pletion at Clovis is to be called
"
it is finished the Santa Fe company
whldh, translated, is "magnifi
will know the exact cost of the con- cent." A more appropriate
name
struction of the line. That is the in- could not be found for the elegant
trusions to the engineer, to make all hotel that will be opened to the public
necossary surveys to determine the some time this month. According to
ost of( the construction of a line of an ancient Indian legend "Quivira"
wJIAv ...m Clovis to Tucumcari. was a magnificent city, so fabulously
work is done it is believed rich the houses were tiled and roofed
that the Santa Fe company will be- with gold. It was the search for this
z
gin work Immediately on construction. fabled city that led Francisco
de Coronado and his indefatig
It is not reasonable to suppose that
C,000 or tl.Ooo
would be expended able Spanish explorers through this
by. this compn; J unless they intend- country from Florida to the Pacific
ed to build (Ae .road, j Mr. Stewart, coast jin 1540.
the engfiieer ol the system, believes
While beating his way on a freight
they intend to build it1 as soon as train, John Nelson, a miner of Daw
the survey, is completed and the re- son, fell from the train while it, was
ports on cost of construction are in crossing Raton mountain near Raton
and accepted. It is the opinion of and received probably fatal injuries.
those in touch with the Santa Fe peo- His skull was crushed and he was
ple, that they will finish this line as otherwise badly hurt. He was found
soon as they do the road now under, several hours after the accident, lying
construction from Coleman to Clovis beside the track In an unconscious
condition and was taken to the Miners,
on which work Is now in progress.
hospital at Raton, where an operation
was performed on him by Drs. Shuler
RAILROAD NOTES
and Fleming in hopes .of saving his
life. At last accounts he was
marked up for engine 1612.
"with the chances for his recov
asJ.
S.
has been
Fireman
remote.
ery
very
a
short
after
1651,
to
engine
signed
William
P. Campbell, formerly of
lay off.
' Fireman H. E. Anderson reported Omaha, Nebraska, who has been servfor engine 1648 yesterday, baring ing in the capacity of cashier at the
Santa Fe depot in the Capital city of
been off a day.
New
Mexico, has taken his departure
in
the
night
H. Rensing,
engineer
local yards, is on duty again af- for parts unknown, leaving behind a
lot of carelessly kept accounts. Last
ter a short rest.
week Campbell asked for leave of abLowe
J.
A.
and
Fireman
Engineer
on
en sence saying he was going to La JunJackson have reported for duty
ta, Colo., and bring back his wife. He
a
off
for
being
after
day.
1214
cine
was to have returned on last Sunday
Conductor H. H. lHansbro and crew
tais
city yesterday night, but has failed to put in appearwent east from
s
of Rosenwald ance. While there Is to knowledge
w4t,
of a shortage of any kind, his books
sheen.
and accounts show signs Of 'having
of
montl
September
Dnrlne the
Been
and
tkred
carelessly
negligently
for by Divi
7fi enelnes were
handled.
and
assisthis
Bion Foreman Sanjuje
Alva Myers, former section foreman
;
ants at the Gallup slops.
The names of F. A. Robinson, E. df the Santa Fe railroad at Thatcher,
Hob-- y Colo., was tried at Trinidad this week
M. Shoil, V. Peabod and L; S.
weri listed as e tra brnkemen at charged with receiving the sum of
135.48 from the railroad company un
i
yard office last evening.
s been added to der false pretenses. It was alleged
b;
A fifta operator
the Santl Fe's telegr ph office in' Gat that Myers submitted time books
Nafeh, of San Fran showing that one Michael
Soloman
'lup, N. M. 3..C
em- - had been employed for thirty-thre- e
man
additional
the
cisco beirig
amount of tele- - rays on his section east of Thatcher,
ployed The lar8e
"Qui-vira,-

ltiu

Vas-que-

,

still-alive-

,

twpntv-fivecar-

the-loca-

t

The fountain Head of Life
i
Is The Stomach
TieaK ana impaired
find
digest his f4od will soon
t,w kg,

BroDorly

iiomacn ana wno aoei not
that his blood has become

his whole body is improperly and
weak and impoverished, and that
buufficiently nourished.

nr. PIERCE'S, GOLDEN MEDieM. DISCOVERT
stront, promotes the flow of
make the stomach
makes
digestive nice, restores the lost appetite,
...imilatlon perfect. Invigorates the liver anil
the blood. It Is the treat
purifies and enriches
and restorative nerve tonic. It makes men
strong In body, active In mind and cool In ludiement.
of American medical roots,
Ti,;, ' Discovery " la pure, glycerio extract
blood-make- r,

tlesh-bulld-

er

drugs. All its
free from alcohol and all injurious,
ere printed tm its wrappers. It has no relationship with secret
of
Its every ingredient is endorsed by the leaders in all the schools
n
Don't acoept seoret nostrum as a substitute for this
Ass your nbichbors. They most know of
Qf lNOwN composition.
habit-formin- g

absolutely
Ingredients
n strums.
rDt d'eine
.

time-prove-

;iire, made by It during psst 40vyears, right in your own neighborhood.
WnrTdU Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R.V. Pierce, Pres., Buffalo, N. Y.,
V

during the month of August, for
which a check was drawn for the
amount In question. Testimony developed that 'no one by the name of Michael Soloman had worked on the
section during1- the month of August,
which tended to establish that the entries were false and made for the purpose of "padding the payroll." Attorney J. J. Hendrick, who represented
the defendant, moved for a dismissal
of the case on the ground that there
had been no evidence submitted at
the hearing, to" establish the guilt of
the defendant, which motion was denied and the defendant bound over
to the district court under $500 bonds
Deputy District Attorney Fred Clark
,
prosecuted.
While waiting at a small station
near Dodge City, Firema'n Jack Owens
met with a tragic death. Some of
the train crew, while waiting for the
arrlaj, of No. 4, were shooting at a
mark. It seems that Fireman Owens
had. Just started to cross the track
toward the mark. He must have been
unconscious of the near approach of
the passenger train running at high
speed., WherTfn the track directly
in front of the train his friends shout
ed warning. ' He hesitated a moment
and that moment cost him his life.
The engine struck his body with such
impact that almost every bone was
broken and, while the body was not
run over, it was badly mangled. Death
was instantaneous. Mr. Owens leaves
a wife and one child. They are
prostrated by the shock as are also
his three sisters and four brothers.
The "cowcatcher" of American' lo
comotives is a standing subject of
ridicule by English visitors, who are
accustomed in their tight little Isle
to well protected rights of way. But
builders of locomotives for use in
colonial and oriental ountries might
well adopt the American practice. In
Siam,, recently, two railway accidents
were caused by elephants.
In one
case a fain of twenty-sevecars,
drawn by two locomotives, was derailed, both engines were overturned
and six cars telescoped.
In each
case the offending elephant was killed by the collision. A German firm,
which builds locomotives for the rail
way from Damascus to Mecca, pro
vides 'cowcatchers of light construction, but strong enough to throw a
The
vagrant camel, off the track.
engines of two Algerian lines are also
provided with cowcatchers.
'

il Is decided
through which of the
canyons the road will pass, the locating survey which is now underway
severa miles this
way from Clovis,
1U be
made on across the Caprock.
The work has now been under way
tor three weeks and is going to re-- J
quire a month more to reach Tucum-car- l.
There are twenty-fiv- e
men in
the party.
They are now camped
near Apache canyon, and as soon as
that is finished the party will head
straight for, this city, and should
reach here about the second week in
November. The cost to the Santa Fe

'
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must not W understood that I wish to
detract in the least from the splendid
work which has been done in this respect by Hon. Jotn S. Clark as a
member of the board of county commissioners, who has devoted such a
large portion of his time to the handling of this matter, but I do want to
emphasize the fact that lie has been
backed up by, the club In this work,
and aided in every way possible by
the good roads committee.
In the matter of the K. of P. sanl- tarium(ithe committee which had the
securing of sites In charge was con:
tin ued and has kept In constant touch
with the officers of the Knlehts of
Pythias throughout the year; and I
am glad to be able to report that I am
reliably informed that this project is
In most satisfactory shape and that
there Is no Idea of allowing the pro
ject, to fall, but that work on the
buildings will probably be begun wlth-Inthe very near future. Upon the
occasion of the visit of Dr. McConneil,
the head of the Insurance department
of the order, funds were raised for his
entertainment and excursions were
planned under the direction of the
club, all of which was done In con
junction with the local officers of the
sanitarium.
On November 7th, 1908, a resolution
was passed asking the county
sioners for. the construction of a
bridge across the Galllnas reiver at the
earnest possiDie momenr, ana the
committee on county affairs was instructed to push the matter before the
county commissioners by every means
in their power. The bridge is now
being constructed, and should be the
means of helping to unite the business
Interests of the two cities.
After a number of conferences with
the officers of the Montezuma club, ar
rangements were finally entered into
whereby the Commercial club agreed
to purchase from the Montezuma club
their interest in the present club
quarters, together with the furnishings
of same. The deal was finally .consummated, and the Commercial club
not only became the owner of the
equity of the Montezuma club in the
buildings and furnishings, but effected
a monthly saving of approximateIj
$60 thereby.
. In February, the secretary of
the
club, attended the third annual
of the Dry Favming congress a
Cheyenne, Wyoming, as the representative of this body, and at the
same time arranged a display of enlarged phctcgraphsr of dry farming
scenes a?id distributed a large arnouni
g

v

sds-slr-

n

of literature.
As a result of thU
some good advertising was received
this section throughout
by
the
.

country.
' During .the territoriakncampment
of the New Mexico National Guard, a
reception was given in the club rooms
which was attended by the governor
and officers of the'Natlonal Guard in
attendance on the encampment.
r In the latter part of August arrangements were fully made for a business
men's excursion to the mesa, by automobiles, to inspect the growing crops
and attend the barbecue provided by
Gaylor-Kiefe- r
Realty company. Great
interest was manifested in this event
and it was very unfortunate
that
weather conditions did not permit the
carrying out of the plans.
As the last act of the present officers and board of directors? the
necessary papers have been signed
whereby the interest in the building
acquired by the Montezuma club has
been transferred
to the ' Masonic
Building association, and a long term
lease entered Into upon very favorable terms.
The' Commercial club under these
arrangements retains the ownership of
tne furnishings of the club Quarters
and has reduced its Indebtedness on
the same to a figure which will be
very easily taken care of. In conse- quence the certificates of stock which
will be issued to all those entitled to
receive same under the provisions of
s
the
represent an actual In- trlnslc value, and should continue to
be more valuable as time goes on.
The social affairs of the club have
been managed in a very able manner
by Dr. C. S. Losey, chairman of the
entertainment committee. Two regu
lar entertainments have been given
each month, one a dance, the other a
card party, in addition to the extra
entertainments Vhich have been pro
.

vided.

In this connection, I desire to answer
the criticism of some of our members
who have contended that social feat
ures have no place in common with a
commercial club, hy saying that we
have, in addition to our regular mem
bershlp of business men, a number of
young men who we could not hope to
hold upon the ground of ,the Commer
cial club being good for the ' com
munity. The' amount which has oeen
expended for social affairs has been
more than met by the dues which
have been received from this class ot
member's, whom we could hope to hold
in no other way.. Therefore, instead
of being a burden. It has been a
a-

-

Sluggish Blood

causes
of all sickness. Indigestion followed by headache, general
listlessness, despondency, enfeebled ac- -'
tion of the mind and body, cold, clammy
feet and hands and paleness are sure
If not taken
signs of poor circulation.
in time, serious trouble will follow. That
tired feeling comes from sluggish blood.
nine-tent-

Duffy's Pure

Pall WWsksy

The World's Createet Medloin
will brighten you. A teaspoonf ul 3 or 4
times a day in half a
glass of milk or water
will make you strong
and healthy.
It en- riches
the blood.J
Miciigiliens the circu-- 1
lation and tones up'
the whole system. It
is an absolutely pure'
distillation of malted grain, producing a
liquid food, requiring no digestion, which
is one of the most effective tonic stimulants and invigorators known to science ;
its palatability and freedom from injurious substances render it so that it
can be retained by the most sensitive
stomach.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey la Bold In
pealed bottles only. All druptflsts and
grocers, or direct, $1.00 a bottle. Medical booklet sent free . to anyone whtt
'i

writes

r

...

Duffy Slalt Whiskey Co., Rochester, JT.lC

money making proposition for

club. '
As secretary

the

of the club for tha
past three years, I have tried to do
what I could to keep things moving
along every line which has been suggested, and have used my best efforts
to carry out the wishes and Instructions of the board of directors, very
frequently at the expense of my business Interests; but I have done S3
iuai wo uuv way a
giuuij,
necessity In the business life of the
town, and that the day would come
when its existence would be amply
I believe that that day is
justified.
now dawning and that your present
board of directors has succeeded in
putting the club where it Is In position to accomplish great things for the
future of a greater and bigger Las
Vegas, and to the present board, and
especially to the president, I bellevs
you owe a hearty vote of thanks.
Respectfully submitted,
GEO. A. FLEMING,

The
of Success
lies in a keen, clear brain, backed by
indomitable will and reslst'ess energy.
Such power comes from the spfendid
health that Dr. Kind's No Life Piila
impart. They vitalize every organ
and build up brain and body. J A.
Harmon, Lizemore, W. Va., writes:.
"They are the best pills I ever used."
25c at all druggists.
Bed-Roc- k

H

11,000
COMMERCIAL

CLUB

MEETING

(Continued from Page

Lightest, Most

1

nations have been received except for
the most substantial reasons and ln
consequence it ha's been possible to
keep- the ; membership up to a very
satisfactory number,, considering business conditions in Las Vegas.- - At the
present time there are carried on the
rolls of the club 133 resident members,
'
'
17
members .and one

ESTABLISHED

non-reside-

have not
been strictly complied with In carrying a number of these members whose
dues are considerably in arrears, but
lists of delinquents have been submit
ted to the board from time to time,
and it has been deemed wise to take
no drastic measures since in most
instances the members In arrears are
perfectly good for the amounts owing
by themSind will make payments within a short time.
I am firmly convinced that the ques
tion as to whether the Commercial
club shall or shall not be continued in
I
Lag Vegas Is settled for all time.
believe further that there are very few
members In the club who do not feel
that with the conditions we are faefng
at the present time the club Is bound
to be one of the most important factors in the community.'' It has. been
a struggle at times to keep our heads
above water, but the most generous
and hearty response which was made
to the aPPeal for special subscriptions
to wipe out the old indebtedness
proved that the value of the club to
the community was fully realized by
the business men and that it must be
maintained.
The financial statement which
have given you shows in detail the
standing of the clutt at the present
time, and it Is only necessary to add
that with the bright future which Is
dawning before us, It would seem
that In the coming year. there should
be no occasion for carrying such a
large amount of dnpald dues upon the
club books.
Among the Important matters taken
up by the board of directors immeyear
diately after their election-las- t
was the matter of good roads, for
which purpose thepresldent appointed
a committee to act in conjunction with
the hoard of county commissioners.
As chairman of guch committee, Mr.
In a
R. J. Taupert has
signal manner In placing some of the
most Important roads leading Into
It
Las Vegas In a good condition.
,

by-la-

Floor Space

Ladies'
Dresses at

-

transient
It is true that the

mm
t&62

15

ii

One-Piec- e

12.50, 14.50, 17.50, 22.50, $25.00
e
As the Season advances the
dress gains in popularity. And this
true of the Moyen-Ag- e
models. Neat, dressy and attractive, though
radically "different" from any previous styled they are .meeting with the strongest
approval from all. No wardrobe will be complete this Fall unless it contains one
'
or more of these desirable garments
:.
one-piec-

is especialjy

Ladies' Tailored Suits
15.00, 17.50, 21.50, 23.50, $25.00
Our line of Ladies' Suits is
the
All

of the best mounequaled in
Territory.
dels in the more desirable shades at any price you desire, from $15 up to $75..

NO TWO ALIKE
Ladies' Sweaters
These early Fall days when it is too cool to

ALTERATIONS FREE.

go

without a

wrap and to warm too wear a coat, a good Sweater strikes the
happy medium, giving the necessary warmth without being
burdensome. We have them in White, Cardinal and Oxford and
all desirable combinations,
to
long, at
h

,

$3.00

to 110.00.

Blankets and Comforts
'are good things to have and the sooner
you get them the better the selection to
choose fjoni. Prepare for cold weather
by making your purchases now.

Underwear '

'

Our Fall line of Underwear is one of
the best we have had, inclnding Ladies'
and Children's separate garments and
Union Suits in several different qualities.
Fit and service combined in every gar-

ment.

,

Flannelette Kimonos are very convenient garments. Warmth and comfort are two
qualities belonging especially to these garments. We have some
extremely pretty ones this Fall, made on entirely new lines. The
patterns and color combinations are unusually attractive and the
garments are well made from the best velours.
Prices range from $1 50 to $4.60.

'

Misses' arid Children's
Dresses
Most people now dress their children in
garments, because
it is much more convenient, just as economical and the garments have a
e
much better style than the average
garments. We have an excellent line of Misses' and Children's dresses made in the newest styles from
such material as Percale, Gingham.'Galetea, half wool and all wool Suitings,
Cashmere and Serges. Any color you may wish in almost any style from the
plain little dress at 65c to the elaborately trimmed dress at $8.50.
ready-to-we-

ar

home-mad-

These garments are well made from first class materials, tastefully trimmed; and are neat, stylish and serviceable. Sizes, from 3 to 14 years.

Dress Like Illustration,
made from the best quality Manchester Pe'rcale, trimmed in solid, color percale,
full, plaited skirt, a very neat; serviceable little dress, only $1.50.
1

a
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burg won the pennant In 1903 it was
with the record of 91 games won and
49 lost. But in 1907 the "Cubs" won
107 gmes and lost only 45, in 1906
they won 116 and lost 36. ; When New
York, went wild with joy over the
pennant victory of the Giants in 1905
and in 1904 the Giants won 106 games.
But up to 1S92 no championship team
had won 100 games during the season.
That year Boston took 102 games, and
in 1899 Brooklyn won 101. In the
American League no championship
team has taken 100 games, Detroit, in
1908, having won .the .championship
with the record of 91 and 63 games
'
lost.

The question as to how long you are
ON IN EARNEST going to continue a sufferer from in
digestion, dyspepsia or
stomach is merely a matter of hov
'
IN soon
MANY
ADVOCATES
CITE
you begin taking some
'
STANCES TO PROVE THEIR
If your stomach is lacking in digesVALUE
tive power, why not help the stomach
to do its work, not with drastic drugs,
of digestive
SOME BASEBALL DOPE but a
s
agents, such as are naturally at woj k
.
Chicago Cuba Made a Good Record in the stomach.
. . .
should
stomachs
weak
with
People
Year Despite Fact They Lost Penoccasionally,
Against the bad hotels that serve
nantTrapping White Slave Agents take a littlewill Diapepsin
be no more indigestion, in Chicago to trap thousands of girls
High Price of Meat Ban Against and there
no feeling like a lump of lead in the for sale as whfte slaves a triple attack
Babies.
stomach, no heartburn, ,sour risings, is planned by the American Vigilance
or belching of undi association, which will succeed to the
Chicago, Octi 13. The loss of an- gas on stomach
dizziness or work of the Woman's World commit
headaches,
food,
of
gested
other man's all, the savings
years,'
what you tee, the chief of police and state's atand
besides,
which he feared to entrust to a bank sick stomach,
and
ferment
your torney in active efforts against the
not
poison
will
eat
no
and for which
postal depository
All
odors.
nauseous
thee evil that swallows over 60,000 girls an
system is yet provided by Uncle Sam, breath with
a
nually in the United States. Investifrom
sour,
resulting
Lewis
symptoms
has hit a Chicago cigar maker.
stomach and dyspepsia are gations have been conclusive that
Stirs, had saved $450 by years of fruthere are a score or more hotels which
gality with the hope that some day generally relieved five mtnute3 after serve the
purpose of cadets and pro
he would have a cigar factory of his taking a little Diapepsin.
tor
red light houses, Thes9
curers,
a
and
Go to your druggist
get
own. His was a part of the $600,000,-00case of Pape's Diayepsln now, have been subject to spasmodic
of hoardings in the United States.
bean
He carried his savings in his sock, and you will always go to the table lation; political "protection" has
to them aa mattresses.
as
Important
and
to
what
set
out
he
you
a
that'
with hearty appetite,
and the very day
Close relations of some aldermen, inbuy his factory the bills-- , slipped eat will taste good, because your stomcluding the pride of the First ward,
will
and
bo
clean
and
ach and intestines
through a hole in the stocking
Dink" and Hon, "Bath
were scattered along the street for a fresh, and you will know there are Hon. "Hinky
been suspected. Re
have
house
John,"
mile or more. , His case' Is cited by not going to be any more bad nights
Clifford
the Postal Savings Bank League as and miserable days for you. They garding these hotels Attorney
of
who
G.
is
Roe,
prosecutor
special
typical to show the imperative need freshen you and maka you feel like white slave cases for the Woman's
for a governmental system of deposi- life is worth livin?.
World committee and other
tories. "Canadians have more money
said: "We are g'"- the
because
Americans
than
field
for sev ing organizations,
per capita
been tfound a profitable
hotels
after
these
simply as a
ing
banks do not do all' the banking bus! eral of these big banks, and branches
of the
ness of the Dominion." said W. J have been established in this country phase and an Important phase
are
We
white
whole
slavery
queston.
White, an official of the Canadian de with1 great results as to profits, Thitf
atstate's
the
with
tbe
police,
working
He'
added: shows what can be done under a conpartment of the interior.
at
district
States
United
the
torney,
Of course not every postomce Is a structive instead of an obstructive poltorney, and the American Vigilance as
savings bank, but wherever there is icy." Americans who have gone into
to make
a limited industrial community. sav the agricultural sections of Alberta, sociation and have begun
to drive from
is
Our
aim
headway.
ings may be deposited at postofflces. Saskatchewan and Manitoba soon
'other cities the mtvi who
As. the postofflces also transact money learned all about the postal savings this city and
of the wh!t'i slaves
off
the
live
wages
order business the advantage of the banks, and advantage was taken o't
Stewart said. "Wo
Chief
themselves."
to
to
be
in
the depositor
given
system
the opportunity. to make limited dea
started
have
against the
campaign
that, respect is plain. ,You know posits In them. The American Bankone night of
in
and
hotels
vicious
In
are
several great banks
there
ers' association has set out to defeat
Canada of International standing, and the Carter postal depository bill, not- ficers turned away nineteen couples
enters
these banks go directly after savings withstanding no substitute system is from them. Every couple that
one will be inspected and their deaccounts by opening branches every- provided as by the Canadian banks.
scriptions taken." The particular .at
where that location is desirable. Thus
tention of the state's attorney to this
these banks in addition to "having
all
The hopes of
Chicago for the
matter followed the arrest of - a 14- principal offices In Montreal, Toronto, "Cubs" to make a new record in the
year-old- '
girl with a boy of 18 in one
Winnipeg, Hamilton, Vancouver and number of games won during the sea
The Sunday Evening
hotels.
the
of
other cities, also maintain several son even if the baseball pennant was
Irish and other orand
club
Jewish,
In
branch offices
the cities for the lost, were partially fulfilled. No
well . as foreign
as
convenience of the small depositor, team which has finished second In the ganizations,
.
U
1,
taken
nll
have
up the matter of
n..f1n
churches,
pennant race of the major leagues has
facturer and others. That these branch ever before Jiad - 10ftgatnes to its" the white slave traffic with ilgor and
with the American Vig
offices are successful-i- s
demonstrated credit
The "Cubs" won 104 games will
.
by the persistency-- with which they and lost 49, which is a better Tecord ilance Association as other organizaare added to from time to time, as than tbey made in 1908 when they tions in, cities throughout the United
growth of communities and business won the pennant by a record of 99 States are invited to do.
warrants.
The United States has games, won and 55 lost. When Pitts- When beef cattle are selling at
9 cents a pound In Chicago the
agile statistician has added $200,000,000 to the fluctuating farm wealth of
the United States, an addition which,
of course, the farmer will never get.
It is anpther enormous gain "if."
Sales of steers at the stock yards
made at 8.6 and 8.8 cents giye promise of 9 cent beeves soon. Uncle Sam
figures the average value per head of
his 54,000,000, head of cattle at $19.89
per head, which is only a flfths and
g
less the price at which the
sales were made of carloads
of burly shorthorns from southern
Illinois. The prices secured demonstrated the foresight of the farmer
who has introduced the best breeds
and careful breeding into his herds;
he Is securing golden returns for. all
the cattle he can ship. This Is Just
as true of beeves from ranges as
those from
farms of Illinois.
When shown positive and reliable proof that a certain Bidding wasfeeding
active for all the best
remedy had cured numerous cases of female ills, wouldn't class of cattle in sight, and it was
any sensible woman conclude that the same remedy would made evident that the day of the unalso benefit her if suffering with the same trouble ?
derbred and neglected herds Is pass
Here are two letters which prove the efficiency of Lydia ing and that, for profits, the day of the
pure bred bull and pure bred cow has
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
come. Advance In the permanent
Red Banks, Miss. ."Words are inadequate to express what value of beeves is important even in
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done for me. I comparison with the great crops, for,
Buffered from a female disease and weakness which the docaccording to government figures, the
tors said was caused by a fibroid tumor, and I commenced to live
stock sold
farms and
think there was no help for me. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable slaughtered on themfrom
Is worth nearly
me
woman
a
made
well
means
all
after
had
other
Compound
failed. My friends are all asking what has helped me so much, twice as much as the cotton, crop, in
Viewed from the
1907, $1,270,000,000.
And I gladly recommend Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comstandpoint of the consumer and his
r
pound.' Mrs. Willie Edwards.
pocketbook the dwindling of the free
Hampstead, Maryland. " Before taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
range as one after another region is
was
I
not
weak
and
nervous, and could
Vegetable Compound
be on my feet half a day without suffering. The doctors told fenced is alarming for there Is always
me I never would be well without an operation, but Lydia E. a premature rise and belated fall in
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done more for me than all the
price of meats when beef on the
the doctors, and I hope this valuable medicine may come into
the hands of many more suffering women." Mrs. Joseph II. hoof is expensive.
0
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FOR DYSPEPSIA
YOU RISK

NOTHING

NEW MEXICO'S

TRYING

BY

.

THIS REMEDY

We want every one troubled with
indigestion and dyspepsia' to come to
our store and obtain a box of Rexall
Dyspepsia tablets They contain
and Pepsin prepared
by a process which develops their
greatest power to overcome digestive
disturbance..
Rexal! Dyspepsia Tablets ars very
pleasant to take. They soothe the
irritable, weak stomach, strengthen
and invigdrate the digestive organs,
relieve nauseau and indigestion, promote nutrition and bring about a feeling of comfort.
If you give Rexall TJyspepsia Tab
lets a reasonable trial we will return
your money if you are not satisfied
with the result.
sizes, 25
cents, 50 cents and $1.00. Remem
ber you can obtain Rexall Remedies
in East Las Vegas only at our store,
The Rexall Store. E. G. Klurphey,
where the children had dug holes
Of late years many landlords have
dropped their ban because they found
their most desirable tenants were
families which had children; they were
less likely to move if elaborate decorations were not provided each spring.
This test of the new Illinois law will
be crucial and probably bring to terms
the obdurate' landlords who still
show decided preference for childless
.
parents.

ref

--

Try Th! For Dessert.
Dissolve one package of any flavor
ed JELL-in one pint of boiling
water.
When partly congealed, beat
until light, adding one cud whloned
cream, and six crushed maccaroons
Whip all together thoroughly and
pour It into a mold or bowl.
When
cool, It will Jellify and may be served
with whipped cream or any good pud
ding sauce.
The JELL-- 0 costs 10c per package,
and can be obtained at any good gro
cer's.
,
When the average man doesn't
make a sow of himseif in an argu
ment it's ' because nobody will give
him the chance. '
'

How to Cure a Cold
Be as careful na vnn ran taii mill
occasionally feke cold, and when you
do. ,eet a medicine nf lrnnwn rallnVill.
.. .
.
.
.

.

-

We will pay a handsome reward to any person who will
that these letters are not genuine and truthful
prove
or that either of these women were paid in any way for
their testimonials, or that the letters are published without
their permission,'or that the original letter from each did
not come to us entirely unsolicited.
What more proof can any one ask ?

tos

For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and

has thousands or cures to its credit.
"fc Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
i
to write her for advice. She has
guided thousands to health free of charge.
Address Mrs. Pinkham. Lynn, Mass.
X-

3

Now the ban against babies in flats,
proclaimed by many landlords in Chi-

cago and other cities, has reached a
test in court under the new Illinois
law. Rolla R, Longenecker iids brought
suit because he claims he was ousted
by a landlord because of Longenecker
and his two babies and refused to renew the lease. The law makes this
act of a landlord a misdemeanor. The
fine provided is from ?50 to $100. "My
babies were too young .to damage
property," says Longenecker, who is
son of the late Judge Joel M.
Longenecker, "but even if they did
damage anything our lease made us
liable for it Ttfe only thing we find
in the way of damage was in the yard,
.

t

WHOLESALE

CCMY

Distributing Agents of
Jno. Deere
NTMPJjRMKXTS

-

r

McCormio
Deering
Champion

MACHINERY
Moline

Studebaker
WAGONS VEHICLES
American
Elwood

STOCK FENCE
Genuine Glidden

1

BAUB WIRE

US

VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA, N. M. ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Y

Wholesalers of
General Nle3rolrl&i-iri- e
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing, a Specialty,
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

(Incorporated)

r S TERR

and GO

WHOLESALE HERQII AtiTS
mnd Dealer In

HIDES

VSOOL',

and PELTS

House at
Eaai Las Vega, M.M., Albuquerque, Mm M., Tuoumoarl,
N. Mm, Peoom, Mm Mm, Logan, M. Mm, Trinidad, Colorado
BAIN WAGONS, tho Bast Farm Wagon mada
RACINE-- S ATT LEY

,
...
ny, oue mat inas an escamisnea repu
tation ana mat is certain to effect a
quick cure. Such a medicine is Cham
Denain a
uougn Kemeay. it nas
Rained
wide renutation hv its
remarkable cures of this most com
mon ailment, and can always be xte- nended nnon. It acts on nntnra'a
plan, relieves the lungs, aids expector
ation, opens tne secretions ana alas
nature . in restorine the svstem to a.
healthy condition. For sale by all
dealers.

When duty calls on a man he is
to' be out.

ElELL Y

GRQy

i

CO., Vehicles

NAVAJO BLANKETS

Retail Prices:

a,ooo lbs., or more, each delivers
.a
i.ooo lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery,
100 'lbs
25c
1,000
de,iVer
bbs;'
ft8in 200
30c
To
eac5
00 b8;
1L
riVtlw.fi,
apt
Less than So lbs.,
lb,.'"'de.lveo'c'pV.oo

kr

-

eih

AQUA
BLE

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice 'thr
aunty and lasting qualities of which have made
famous. Office: 701
Douglas avenue.

W

--

mm

record-breakin-

landy.

1 1

0

,

,

Largest Wholesale Hoiise
mi Am ro
rri n incorporated iooo

ECZEMA

IB8

Itching' Hutnor Broke Out

on Tiny
Mite's
Tear Hfe
.Face Till Blood Streamed Down
Cheeks-W- ould

Browne & Hauzanares

Unless Hands were Bandaged
Spent$50on UselessTreatments.

-

CURED BV CUTICURA
AT COST OF BUT $1.50

Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
vv Hoiesaiers of
Drugs and Patent Medicinesexplosives, Fuse and Caps.
.

and we had to
his little

keep
hands
wrapped up
all the time, and
if he would hap-

ninfmunt

anA ti: it

.

A

.1

j:j

fo

Pig. Agricultural
HJU

LINE OF

MEXICAN

M!

SOa
i

1

ESSBE

..

more good than all my doctors' medi- - v
cines i naa inea, ana m race entirely
cured him. I will send you a photograph taken when he was fifteen months
old and you can see his face is perfectly
clear of the least spot or scar of anything. If I ever have this trouble
will
I will never think of doctoring butagain,
send for the Cuticura Remedies at once.
As it is, I would never think of using
any other than Cuticura Soap for my
babe. You are at liberty to publish
this, it may help some distressed mother
as I was helped. Mrs. W. M. Comerer,
Burnt Cabins, Pa., Sept. 15, 1908."
Cuticura Soap (25e., Ointment (50c.), RemlTRit
(50c.), and Chocolate Coatd Fills (2fio.). are Hold
throughout the world. Depot: London, 27, Chan,
terboum gq.; Paris, IS, Rua de la Palx: Australia,
R. Towna Ic Co., Sydney: South Africa. Lennoo,
Ltd., Cape Town. Natal, etc.: Potter Dnw 4 Cbem,
Corp.. Sole Props., 137 Columbus Ave.. Boston.
roe, uuueura Boole oa mxia DH

-

Headquarters in the Territory for

pen to get them
he
uncovered
would claw his

firtan

,

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
AU kinds of Native Products

"When my little boy was two and a
half months old he broke out on both
cneeaa with eczema. It was the
itchy, watery kind

face till the blood
streamed down on
his clothing.
We
called in a physi- hufr.
fl
rinn
nnna
he cave an ointment which
m
severe that my babe would scream when
it was put on. We changed doctors and
medicines until we had spent fifty dollars or more and baby was getting
worse. I was so worn out
and caring for him night and watching
that
I almost felt sure the disease day
was incurable. But finally reading of the
results of the Cuticura Remedies,
determined to try them. I can truthfully say I was more than surprised, for
I bought only a dollar and a half's worth
of the Cuticura Remedies (Cuticura

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Co.

era Bar
.J

Pabsi'G Drazirjfrt

mmmrnr
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EQAS DAILY OPTIC,

officers left the store, while Clary
chuckled to himself,' glad that it bad
not become necessary for him to risk
encounter
his life la a
with some desperate yeggman.
' It is now believed
that both Ward
and i Dennis may nave been .either
suffering from night mare ? or were
? 'i
walking In their sleep.

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER 13, 1909

tries, who happen to be present
HABKETEEF03TS.
Three thousand Mexican troops have
'
arrived and are encamped at Juarez.
ESTABLISHED 1879. .
A gold and silver service
,
St. Loiiit Wool
brought to
PUBLISHED BY
Mexico by Emperor Maximilian will VlBt. Louis, Oct. 13. Wool firm, terbe brought to Juarez to be used in ritorial western mediums, 2323; fine
The Optic Publishing Company
' '"
'
the banquet In, : honor of President mediums, 2224; fine, 1319.
T
'iKOOBPOBATIto
Taft
,
New York Stocks
,
M. M. PADGETT. ....
n
,EITOR
fact, iTZ. Amalgamated,
tifoili)
5Iew
URTON LAJE PROJECT,
ns, n
New York
T .,' WILL BE COMPLETED iTSj.iAtchlson, $120
CELESTIALS BROUGHT
Southern Pacific,
Central, $135
HERE FOR A HEARING
(Special Dispatch)
Union Pacific, $202
$128
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 13. A com
$87 Steel,
Steel, preferred,
M.
Frank
a
federal
Chinese
Stanley
pany, headed by
Entered at the Postoffice at East
- ;:
Migmel 1
1 a
F4 pass, Texas, arrived A. Otero, as
of
rnd-o!aBInspector
asM
with
Yesta.
N,
La.
president,
LJoyd
in Las Vegas last evening from Daw
matter.
Siegler, of Salt Lake City, vice presi
New York Metal and Money
son, where he arrested two Chinamen dent and I. B. Melville, of Denver, seo
New
York, Oct. 13. Lead quiet,
on
of
the, charge
being unlawfully in retary and treasnrer.as incorporated
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION
'
v2. copper du( standard
the United States.
,
ue.B loua wiui a capuaj STOCK OI annt
OKfeil
;.
rn. lw0j.;,K1 .nrlmo
Daiiy.
The two Celestials, whose names are $250,000,
taking
3.45'
fortheVPurposevpf
4
Mexican dollars,
Per Year by Carrier........
p&v
$7.00 Font: Wenff.and Werner Rom
pro-- . 43. caU
"vel IUB Vlwu
".
reiuauiauon
.
money
Per Month by Carrier ......
.65 vII In. I
.
.
.
if Mrv Ilia rTlTTl TIT inll
.nrfrtstwA
m
ject m unaves councyij"wnicn was ;
Per Week by Carrier. ......
.20
'
they will be held pending a prellmi- - abandoned after'
Chl'caao
.beiflgartlally com-- 1
'
,?
nary hearing before U.S. Commission-- i meted hv the eoverntaent. Ronrta
Weekly
v...
One year
,....,.$2.00
the extent of $2,000,000 will be issued $1.04 i.8l-4- ; May. ,$L05,M-SellLZ
Six Months
p 80
LOO
DfOT the PUrP8e 01 ra,SlnS
;
m0ney o Corn, October, ,59
this project, which ,wll 57:3.8. Oats, December, 39
complete
May,
'
.
SAMPLE OF VIGILANCE
, "'
n 75'000
"0.000 4L,
TuclraH
WHer
October,.
Pork,
,$23.00;
f
t
ot land lying along the Pecos January. $107
OF THE NIGHT POLICE
?T",- Lard, be
ln the counties of Chaves and'tober. $117
November. $n.60
A sample of the vigilance of the
Guadalupe.' It Is one the greatest 11.62
Ribs, October, $11.00; Jan7
tr,m the CUft0m8 Projects ever, conceived In the west. uary, $9.67
night police wap given abput 2 o'clock
n?tflCat!3
this morning, when Night Officer E, uuiua ol. tui ruav, is uiiDOBC conclusive
'
Into PRESIDENT SPENDS
C. Ward and Merchants' Police Con proof that they were muggled
'
Chicago Livestock
':'
,
this country.
Dennis stood guard at the front and
TODAY IN ARIZONA
Chicago, Oct. 13. Cattle, 21,000;
back doors respectively of the R. J.
j
Yuma, Arizona, Oct. 13. President steady to shade higher. Beeves,
PROCLAIMS
steers, $4.005.10;
taupert jewelry store on Douglas GOVERNORFRIDAY
8.65; Texas
Taft was speeding across the sands
LEGAL HOLIDAY
western
avenue, believing that they had
Bteers, $4.257.25; cows and
of Arizona this morning. He crossed
trapped a bold burglar In the act of
the Colorado river; at 6 o'clock and heifers, $2.15 5.70 ; stockers and feed(Special
Dispatch).
'
store.
ers, $3.105.'25;calves, $7.009.50.
this
looting
SantA Fa V M Hot 1 5 finvamnr proceeded to Phoenix, after a short
A hurry-u- p
Hogs, 23,000; 10 to 15 lower. Light,
was
call
sent
telephone
M
mixed, $7.207.90; heavy,
to J. H. Clary, the manager of the George Curry today issued a proclama- !the
$6.907.70;
a
dent
few
from
ri
tion proclaiming Friday. October 15th,
pr,es
Bfkf,
rough, $7.157.35; good(
$7.157.90;
who
In
Btore,
almost less
responded
a legal holiday throughout Newjtuo, yia"Y
choice heavy, $7.357.90; pigs, $5.50
; time that It takes to tell, with visions
to
the
welcome
"cur
terrltory
Mexico, in honor of the visit to the
6.90; bulk sales, $7.407.75.
at Phoenix, which was reached
(Ol a wholesale slaughter flitting be- torrid i
f
Sheep, 48,000; 10 lower, Natlvce,
fore his eyes.
noon.
an
After a stop of
In his proclamation, the governor re- - shortly after
western, $2.654.70; year
$2.404.65;
When Clary arrived, Ward and Denleft
Presldent
quests that allijuslness be suspended hour there tne
lambs, native, $4.25
$4.405.35;
lings,
nis explained to him that they had on that
ror "escou
? to tne urana
'
day, that the people may do
7.00; western, $4.256.90.
eeen a light turned on and then off honor to'
6
o'clock
about
there
the chief executive of theCanyon' arriving
Kansas City Livestock
' again In the store and were certain nation, and that as many of them as .tMs evening.
Kansas
City, Oct. 13. Cattle, 17,000,
was
man
that there
a
Inside. Clary possible gather at AlbuquerqHe, where
"
1,500 southerns; steady. NaIncluding
went in first, closely followed by the thn nresldent will mak a Rfnn ot half FATAL STABBING AFFRAY'
tive steers, $4.508.75; southern cows,
minions of the law, and the deter- a day."
REPORTED AT ROCIADA
$2.504.00; native cows and heifers,
mined expression on their faces, to- Private advices from Gascon are $2.253.25; stockers' and feeders,
gether with the glistening steel of BORDER CITIES PREPARE
that a man named Marcelino Archule- - $3.255.50; bulls, $2.754.00; calves,
their drawn revolvers, set a scene
FOR PRESIDENT'S VISIT ita died at that place on the first of $3.758.00; western steers, $3.90
s
'
that would have put the most blood
the month as a result of being stab- - 6.75; western cows, $2.75.4.50.
.
,
a
to shame.
curdling
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 13. El Paso bed on the fifth of, last month by one
Hogs, 14,000; 5 to 10 lower. Bulk
'
A most minute search, which in- and Juarez are a mass of. Mexican Nestor Mestas who resides
ut
sales, $7.507.60; heavy, $7.507.65;
cluded every crevice even to the radia- American colors today in prepa- - ciada. The visit of Deputy Sheriff packers and butchers, $7.257.60;
tors and Inside of the safe, failed to ration for the meeting on Saturday of Enrique Sena to the latter place
light,, $7.007.50; pigs, $5.006.50
find the supposed burglar, and the
.
and Diaz. It was announced to--: day Is thought to be for the purpose
Muttons,
Sheep, 10,000; steady.
search was given up. It was a pathe day that the meeting between, the; of inquiring into this stabbing affray
lambs, $5.507.15; range
$4.00J.80;
tic sight, indeed, when with chagrin presidents will be witnessed only by that has resulted in the death of one wethers, yearlings, $4.005.25; range
written all over their faces, the two I the cabinet officers of the two coun- - of the combatants.
ewes, $3.004.75
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Correct Watch Repairing
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The fepaiVing: of Watches is our specialty.
bxe;0nhg tfcis'!'ifepartie4i our njpsU
car efui attention. Bring your time piece to
us to be repaired and be thereby assured of ;
satisfaction. All work guaranteed.
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EXCEPTIONAL VALUES FROH THE

d

MEH'S FURNtSHHIC SECTION.
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Now seems to be the Season to
look over your Fall and Winter
Clothes. We have given our
time and experience to select the
best goods you want.

1--

1--

$4-1-

j

i

WALKING GLOVES
For street and dress wear. They are
made of Cape skin. You could not get a
better glove for 2. OO.
On sale here, $t. 38

'

Our line of 5 Oo Neckwear, ycuoannot duplicate

id

here. Only 50c,
Men's underwear, all kinds, Merino wool, $1,25
a garment, Casslmere $1,25, All wool $1,50 to

.

$2,00,

melo-dram-

v

Ro-an- d

j

A''

"44

615 Lincoln Ave.

Next to

Wells-Farg-

o

.

Hosts of New Thoughts for Autvimnal

yv

'

.Ml

7''

1

It

'

!

;

The new goods have arrived and are delighting the early shoppers with their
all that Dame Fashion,
fresh, radiant beauty. Garments and dress fabrics alike, reflect
v
has
shown upon.
....
from her gilded throne
Every department in this Store effervesces with life and color from this"superb
showing of magnificent Fall Merchandise. Needs for both Maid and Matron. V
?

'

v

Express Co.

arid Dress Needs for Women

iau App areun g

f

J. A. Taichert,

to-Ta- ft

j

1

UNUSUAL SPECIALS

Which Are Well Worth Investigating

dm.

(if

.

WE OFFER

,

?

I

r

'

;

Fashion lover's find here the newest thoughts
in smart Suits, enchanting coats, bewitching
weaves in dress goods, aristocratic silks,
swagger tailored skirts, comfortable underwear in figure, conforming styles, and all the
little accessories and notions which women
V
are continually needing.

If4fll!

,

Attractive as is this Autumnal showing it appeals not alone to the eye but to
the purse. We have priced the new things most alluringly. So much, so in fact that
economical folk are purchasing their needs now.
-

Suits for Women and Misses' at prices ranging
from $12.50 to
from $15 to $50 and
$35 afford a showing which will suit every choice
and every needi
-p-

.;

COME

AND

DELVE

AMONG

'The
;

fm
i

--

rm"

(tJ.

'

f"

iece-dresses

THIS

STYLE

SHOW

OF FALL

MERCHANDISE.

Store of Quality"

1

:

n

rue
1

C. Las Vegas.

N.M.
L

,

'

lt'

'

'.1M

I

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

L

and newspaper articles that will do
New Mexico and her people proud in

Trustworthy
methods daring the
many years of our
"
dealings have proven '
the Visdom of trad- '
ing With us. While
working for a business we have been
working for a reputation; we have gained jt and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfactory deal we guarantee that.

print
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THESE COOL

13,' 1909

FIVE

y

anMiguellational
CAPITAL

'

St. LouiS.

OCTOBER

NIGHTS

A. O. Aldrich, of the
establishment, went to Rowe yester- KeiMlnd us that it la now time
to get ready for wi nter.
day in the Interests of his firm.
,. Charley JFt Rev MyiP arrlvedf at
the Castaneda yesterday, from Kansas
City; likewise, it. k.. Jamison ana B. WE'ARE'SHOAMNG A BIG LINE
"
J. Evans.
0. S. Shanklin is interviewing the
9f
local trade today in the Interests of
the Simmons Hardware company, of
Grosa-Kell-

',

" "

'

WEDNESDAY,

liss Hilana
, Mrs, Carlota Lopez and
Lopez, formerly of this city, now re-

of

in

100,000.00

otoves,

'

PAID

J.

iasegas

M
CUNNINGHAM, Pr.sld.nt.
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice

Prldent

and

"""

ii"

"

'

SV.1PLU3

$30,030.00

D. T, WOSKINS, Cashier.
F, B JANUARY, AMt Caahlar.

I.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

siding in Santa Fe, are visitors here
for a few days.
Mrs. Filemon Martinez, a bride of
'
$1.50
.
A TOT
three weeks, is in the city from
9-BE SURE to see our line before pur- Springer visiting her mother," Mrs.
is a miniature of the woman or man that is to be.
Lucero.
Manuelita
uuniuug eisewnere.
A LITTLE DEPOSIT AT THIS SAVINGS BANK
NO EXTRA CHARGE 'toset up
WINTERS DRUG CO.
W. A. Glvens returned home this
us.
n
oiuvos
irom
uuugut
In
which
morning from Albuquerque,
begun in "Tot's" name is the "miniature," or beginning of
Telephone Main 3 '
what in time to come becomes
city he attended sessions of the I. O.
"0
O. F. grand lodge.
Blaokets and Comforts
BRIDGE STREET
A SUFFICIENT SUM TO BUY A HOUSE.
...
Las
-of
E. J. McWenie,
manager
,,
i,
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
in great array
Vegas roller mills, who had been visitTry it for your girl or boy. It's the kindest act you can
do for them.
ing several cities, reached home last B2.48 iib an
big size,
siikolene COM
PERSONALS
night from Hutchinson, Kansas.
i
ypiiT, worth $3.50.
Mrs. A.E. Jeffries has arrived here
for the 85o Doable Cotton, 4
50c Til
i i
Larry Leon Is here from New York from her present home In Los
"
"
.
Angeles, Cal., to spend a few weeks
OFFICE WITH
today.
G5c for the 11.00 Heavy 10-- 4 Cotton
fNiva Perring is at the Rawlins with her sister, Mrs. J.. O. Elledge.
Blankets, all colors.
S. T. Kline, a clerk at J. H. Stearns'
;house from Hume, Mo.
tomorrow
for
will
leave
other
$1.0
is
Hamrlck
store,
grocery
among
Charles
Only at
Levy station, where he will put In his
Denver people here today.
Jose G. Romero arrived in town t.'me in his own store In the future.
LOCAL, NEWS
' "this- - afternoon from RIbera.
District Court Clerk Secundino Ro
to
his
from
visitor
mero returned
Ed Murphy is a business
sheep ranch
The Enderly-Windso- r
company con
at El Cuervo yesterday and left this
the city today from Shoemaker.
Y. M. C. A.
cert
at
the
Duncan
Opposite
house to
opera
George, A. Kleiner came to the morning on the flyer for Albuquerque.
MEANS
night promises to be the musical treat
contractor
and
K.
the
Milwaukee.
J.
from
Martin,
city yesterday
of
season.
50
the
75
Prices
Tribe
No,
and
3,
of
Albu
hunting
ground
P. H. Pierce returned yesterday builder, is spending today in Albucents.
from a brief business trip to Denver. querque, looking after a business mat querque at the ninth sun of traveling
The school census in San Miguel
moon,
sun
of
great
discovery 418, (9
William Behr reached town from ter or two and visiting the territorial
for 1909 shows 4,018 males,
have fine
a. m., October 11, 1909, to be exact.)
county
line
Los Angeles, Cal., yesterday afternoon. fair.
3,603
a
total
M.
of
children
females,
N.
7,621
towho
is
in the city
Mlkesell,
- - M. S. Stern, a Chicago clothing
Comforts
County Clerk Lorenzo QDelgado went
from the new town of Miami, up of school age. This is a gain over
drummer, Is interviewing local deal- to Albuquerque this afternoon to see day
the enumeration of the previous year
:
fair and the country a ways, has Just returned
the sights at
ers today.
AT RIGHT PRICES:
of 274.
from
where
Ohio,
acwas
he
on
called
Sheriff Cleofes Romero and family mingle with friends and relatives in
Mrs, Isabela Barber, residing on
count of the death of E. Rosen-bergereturned home this morning from the the Duke city.
the West side, is convalescent from an
Mrs.
Mikeseli's
father.
Mr.
William Geelan, wife and daughters,
Cuervo ranch.
attack of double pneumonia, at the age
"Butch" Jones left last 'night for are at the New Optic from Lecomp- - Mlkesell will remain with her mother
of sixty-nin- e
for
years, a rare occurrence
a
while.
,
a-SO- N
Wagon Mound, to ship some sheep ton, Kansas; F. 0. Kyle., from
when in the clutches of this deadly
business
of
Harry
Lustlg,
manager
the
with
from that point.
Texas; H. Lustlg,
the Great McEwen, the famous hypno- disease.
F. W. Haines arrived here last
company.
Douglas Ave.
Word has been received here that
tist and Scottish magician, Is In the
at
D. J. Shepard and R. Gordon are
evening on business from his home
Mrs.
Jack
Miss
Shea,
formerly
Myrtle
In Maxwell City.
the Eldorado hotel from Cheyenne, city arranging for the appearance of
Duerr, of Las Vegas, who recently
John P. Condon and Thomas Condon Wyoming; Mr, and Mrs. R. W. Will- McEwen and his company here for a
REPORTED NAVAJO INDIANS
underwent a delicate surgical opera
CRANE MADE SCAPEGOAT
re domiciled at Hotel Castaneda iams from Webb City, Mo.; Win. A. three nights' Engagement, beginning
tion
her
home
in
San
at
Francisco,
ARE STEALING HORSES
next
If
Monday night. , the show is as
from Des Moines.
,
Blakey from Denver.
Cal., is nearly herself again.
as
business
its
good
will
it
manager,
of
O. M. Ward and A. L. Gump have
W. F. Witham, lately in charge
(Continued from Page 1)
L. G. Calhoun, the real estate deal
(Special Dispatch)
gone to Albuquerque to enjoy the the Castaneda boiler house here, has be first class.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 13. Mounted
Walter Blerman is off for Albuquer- er, bought the sanitary wagon from fore this letter had been- received by
festivities at the fair.
gone to Lamy and entered the employ
A. J(. Pepperd and has sold it to J. M. me, I had
Policeman J. B. Rusk, who returned '
too.
already sent to the president
"Candy' B. Jones departed for the of the foreman of the Santa Fe's que,
John E. Crltes reached home from Bentley, who recently arrived here through his secretary, Mr. Carpenter, today from Espanola, where he went
north last night, reporting a good busi- water service there.
to Investigate an alleged' deadly as-from Topeka, residing in the Cheath the following telegram:
ness In his line while here.
J. L. McCoy, a telegraph operator Clifton, Arizona last night
n Francisco Serna, by his
' Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
on
am
hcuse
street
A.
Eights
Attorney . Chas.
Spless returned
'Washington, D.
Bigelow have on the Burlington route, is" here today
son, duc
found that Serna'a infrom
court
succeedthe
Raton
The
York-MH.
this
President
afternoon.
Taft:
William
has
Helen
from
Miss
this
for
Mr.
to
Montague
New
on
r.
visit
from Clarence, Mo.,
departed
city
a
nB
were
'
juries
arua and wer8 Belfr
Rev.
afS.
J.
ac
boarded
as
and
an
state department objects to certain
ed P. L. Beal
Marra,
J.;
Bigelow, while In the territory, se- and Mrs. George Dice. Mr. McCoy Is
to Cabezon,
ternoon train for Albuquerque today. eountant at the Las Vegas Mercan- things I have "done in the effort to inflicted, was dispate
cured data for a series of magazine a brother of Mrs. Dice.
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Mrs. Heran Mute died at Elizabeth- town, Colfax county, of typhoid fever,
leaving eleven children,' two of whom

are 111 with typhoid.
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.
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ker at Las Cruces. Cornello Miranda
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tit vnn WANT a good horse and appearance
bnce
at
stomthe
will
sour
relieves
stomach
cougTi
It
stop
It
misery,
of
of
Syrup.
West Point and a retired officer
AT ALL DRUG ST0EE3
buggy, something particularly good, and put your lungs and throat back ach, belching, and cures all stomach dis
nt a
that will appeal to you, Into perfectly healthy condition. Sold ease or money back. Large box of tab- the United States army, killed himCall at Clay & Havens' stable, where
lets ov cents, jjruggwta ui uu wwns self In the office of the New' Mexico
by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
the vig can be seen.
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ATENT FLOUR
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Always Have
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Quick Action

?5)e Bankers R.eserve
Life Company
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Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By AH Dealers
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Help Wanted, Etc.

H. C. Kelley, Manager
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For Sale

It Will Help You
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Cures indigestion
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THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND GAFE
THE

BEST

Short Orders and Regular Dinner
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

Grand Concert Tonight
The offering which Manager J. Scott
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Duncan, Jr., presents to the theatergoing people of this city tonight at
the Duncan opera house will be a treat
PHYSICIANS
CHAPMAN LODGE
2. A. F. & A.
which 1b rarely the pleasure of Las
to enjoy. The Enderly-Wind-sVegans
DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
municatlon first and
company, presenting arias from
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
third Thursdays in
operas, a monologue play, a Greek paneach month. Visiting Office, Chafin's Livery Stable; Phone tomime, dialect impersonations, Indian
dramatic readings and r missongs,
brothers
Main 1.
cordially
cellaneous musical and literary proinvited. Geo. H. Klnkel. W. M., Chas.
Calls answered day or night
grams, has a national reputation.
H. Sporleder, Secretary.
Mrs. Mae Shumway Enderly, who
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2
appears in the leading, roles, has dediDENTIST
cated- her rare genius, her beautiful
Knights Templar. Regular
Suite
Crockett
in
Has voice, responsive to every change of
4,
conclave second Tuesday
Building.
M(ji
V-feeling, her charming personality, her
phones at office and residence.
each month at Masonic
keen intellectual grasp and her wonJohn S. Clark,
Temple. 7:30 p. m.
derful versatility to this mission
F.
R.
LORD.
DENTIST
Recorder.
K. C, Charles Tamme.
which she calls her life work. And
M.
B.
Dr.
(Successor to
Williams.) this, has
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- placed her among the fore'
over
Office
Pioneer
Grand most artists of the day.
Building,
;
al Arch Masons.
Regular
'
convocation finat Monday in Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone j As for Mme.
she,
Main 57.
each month at Masonic
R.
M.
m.
7:30
d.
Temple,
Williams. H. P.. Chas. H.
ATTORNEYS
Spor.oder, Secretary.
GEORGE H. HUNKER . .
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1Attorney at Law

f0

s

r,

Knights of Pythias Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New
meet every Monday
Mexico.
evening in Castle
Hall, Visiting Knights
are cordially Invited.
GEORGE E. MORRI80N
I. P. HAVENS,
Chancellor Command-

er.

S

limu

r AT THE

Mayne-Windso-

SEVEN

OCTOBER (13, 1909

the

company, which
is assured a crowded house.
The
.program follows:
Songs
La Forge
"Expectancy
To Phillida (old English.. Del Rlego
Au Printempt (French) .... .Gounod
Emmelle
Philosophy
German Songs
Er Ist's (Spring is Here)
Wolf
Ich bin deln
v . . Helmund
Italian Arla
Donnlzetti
Regnava nel sileuzio
Opera, "Lucia di Lammermoor."
Indian Songs
"From the Land of the Sky Blue
. . Cadman
Water"
"Coming of the Montezuma" Trayer
(Sung inthe Zunl language)
Greek Pantomime Story
(Sacrificial)
Part I A Greek maiden receiving
the sad tidings that her brother has
been slain In battle, offers her prayers,
Enderly-Windso-

Seal.

BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OP AMERICA Meets first
'and third Wednesday of each month
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hill- ,

germ-lade-

The trouble with good advice Is
few of us recognize it when we
hear it .

that

Secretary. Visiting
cordially invited.

members

CURE YOUR

Wheeler Bldg, E. Las Vegas,

STAR

OF BETHLEHEM

IS NOW VISIBLE

f

'

V

r

A

y.

-

O. E. MEETS SECOND AND
each It Can Now be Seen With Naked Eye
fourth Tuesday evenings
Betweri Midnight and Daylight It
Visiting
month at O. R. C. hall.
is an Opportunity That Few Dare
brothers are cordially Invited. W.
W.
D.
to Miss Entirely Different From
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
(
Other Heavenly Bodies.
Condon, secretary.

B.'P.

Thursday evenings ot eaca month.
All visiting brothers and sisters are
cordially Invited. Mrs. Sarah A.
Chaff in, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida
Seelinger, secretary.
"

--

I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
4, meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All visit,

ating brethren cordially invited to
tend, C. W. McAllister, N. G.; E.
Comstock, V. G.; R. O. Williams,
secretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
102, meets every Friday night at
their hall in the Schmidt building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
o'clock. Visiting members are cordially welcome. Jas. N. Cook, president; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
COUN.KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
and
second
meets
CIL NO. 804,
fourth Thursday, O. R. C hall, Pio-

neer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton,
G. K.; E. P. Mackel, F. S.

F. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD
Tuesday evenings each month, at
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.
John Thornhill, president;,1 E. C.
Ward, secretary.'
RED MEN MEET IN' FRATERNAL
Brotherhood ha".! every second and
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth
run. visiting oroiners aiways
David
come to the wigwam.
Flint, sachem; Waite H. Davis,
chief of records and collector or
"
v
wampum.
B.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.,
I. O. B. B. Meets every first Wednesday of the month in the vestr.
room of Temple Monteflore, Douglas avenue and Ninth street. Visit-

ii

ing brothers are cordially invited.
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi
J. E. Raisin, secretary.

mm

The Star of Bethlehem, which ap- pearsjn the heavens but once in BOO
years, can now be seen in. the eastern
heavens from shortly after midnight
until daylight, when It"" becomes ob
scured by the bright light of the sun.
The fact that it will not be visible
again for ,500 years has tempted many
a person to set alarm clocks and get
up before daylight to view the vis
uor arouna wnicn nangs such a
wealth of historical fact. It is an op
portunity few dare to miss, 'not alone
on account of the novel aspect of the
planet, but because of th3 fact that
many succeeding generations will be
denied a sight of the star, as well as
the Bible teachers of the first known
appearance of the star in the heavens
signifying the birth of the Saviour
and its influence in guiding the wise
men to the place where the Christ
child was In keeping in the lowly
manger at Bethlehem,
According to a late authority, there
is nothing in ' the starry firmament
like the Star of Bethlehem. It seems
to be a star of an entirely different
nature from the other heavenly bo
dies.
Not Like the Other Stars
This authority says that the Star of
Bethlehem is not red, but is yellow,
blue and white. It Is yellow on the
left side, as observed from the earth
white on the right side and blue in
the center.
The sun, which is the greatest light
and heat glving body known t0 the
ag observed from tne earth(
,eft
as the Star of Bethlehem would not
be visible to the naked
and
eye,
could be observed only through glasi
ses,
The Star of Bethlehem, which Is
1000 times, greater In size than our

"I have ttiffered with pilei for
One Y9ar ago tast

years.
arete
April began taking Case
for constipation. In
the course of a week 1 noticed
the pilei began to disappear and at the end of six
Weeks they did not trouble kxe at all. Caiicareu
nave done wonders forme. I am entirely cured an
Keel iike a new man." George Kryder, Napoleon, Ok
thtrty-tl-

Preasant, Palatable, Potent. Taste Good. Do OoodL
JTever Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 25c, 5c. Kevef
old in bulk. The tannine tablet tumped COO
Guaranteed to care or roar money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y.

5QJ

mm sale, ten r:iucji eoxes

MADAME

Endanger Life When an East
Las Vegas Citizen Shows You
the Cure

Doj Not

MAYNE-WINDSO-

too, has a charming manner and a
strong personality. Her voice is a

pure soprano llrico, limpid in quality
and of extraordinary volume.
Her
voice rings clear and sweet and Is
best in the light French songs of the
modern school. She ranks today as
one of the foremost, concert singers in
America and together with Mrs. Enderly, has delighted the crowned heads
of Europe and the most select of
audiences at private concerts.
The accompanist Is Miss Edith
Sucher, a pianist of rare talent, educated in Paris, where she studied under the foremost masters of the instrumental art.
The accompanying program for tonight is sufficient in Itself to introduce

'

four-fifth-

;
4

SANTA HOSA

VEGAS

AUTO LINE
Rosa auto
The Las Vegas-Sant- a
mail, express and passenger line
The anto
is now in operation.
makes the round trip between
Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three
times - a week, Mondays, Wed
nesdays and Fridays.
The auto leaves Murphey's drug
store at 7 a. m., visits both post- offices and leaves Winters' drag
store on the West side for Santa
Rosa. Tickets can be purchased
at either Murphey's or Winters'
drug stores.
The round trip fare Is $11; one
way $6. Each passenger la al- lowed to carry not to exceed 25
pounds of baggage. Express pack- ages are also handled and can be
left at either of the drug utores
mentioned.

'

.

l

The fellow who is sprung in the
knees isn't, the one who walks with
a springing step.
In life's melodrama the hero gets
the applause but the villlan cops the

coin.

DUNCAN

OPERA HOUSE

"0? ATT

"PWR

The Great

McEwen
Change of Program

j

The Funniest Performance of the Sea-j
son
Be with the Crowd Monday
Night

McEWEN

Famous Scottish Entertainer

Prices, 25c. 35c. 50c

New Mexico Normal University

uuu or omer pulmonary troubles.
Just as soon as the coush aDDeara
treat it with Ballard's Horehound Sy
rup, me stancrara cure of America. ,
Use as directed perfectly harmless. .
A cure and preventive for all diseases of the lungs. Price 25c, 50c and
$1.00 per bottle. Sold by Center Block
Depot Drug Co.

Fall colds are quickly cured by Foley's Honey and Tar, the great throat
and lung remedy. The genuine contains no harmful drugs. O. G. Schae
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.

MONDAY OCT. 18

Nightly

-

The average medical book has an
appendix. It's a wonder the publisher doesn't cut it out.

3 NIGHTS STARTING

Speoial Scenery.

brilliant point and for several minutes there was a big white hazy glow
in the heavens where it had disan-peared. It reappeared soon after as
a white star and soon
regained its ac
customed brilliancy.- '

Cold Weather Advice
iu au is to Deware of coughs and
colds on the chest: as neelectAii the
readily lead to pneumonia, consump- -

Engagement Extraordinary

Superior Master Magician.
. "World's Foremost
Hypnotist

It is a giant sun, the greatest though it was full four times as large
of all suns visible from the earth, and as the ordinary star. At one time it
is distinct in color from all other bo seemed to suddenly vanish its most
earth.

At a distance of 191,000,000,000,-00- 0
miles f rom, the earth, and much
nearer, is the great red sun Aldebaran
which is 900 times greater in size
than our sun. At a distance of
miles is another great
sun, the great white sun, Capella in
Auriga which is 800 times larger than
s
our sun, but only
the size
of the geat Star of Bethlehem, which
is one of the greatest bodies known
to astronomers. The Star of Bethle
hem is one of the most beautiful ob
jects in the heavens, and there is not
another sun, moon or planet like it.
Seems to Change Color
The Star of Bethlehem, which, ac
cording to astronomers, appears in
view from the earth only once in 500
years, has been the object of many
eyes during the past two months it
has been visible during the early
morning hours. The fact that it is
reported to be red is no doubt due to
atmospheric conditions nearer the
earth.
One morning a party of watchers
loted the star half an hour or so, dur
ing which time it seemed to undergo
a number ot changes in general as-- j
pect. For a few minutes It would
grow large and seem to burn bright-- !
er, almost as red as the daylight sun.
Then it would seem to suddenly re
cede and grow smaller in size than
the average star In the heavens.

US

1

sun, is according to some authorities, Shortly it would reappear in all its
58,000,000,000,000,000 miles from the brilliancy, looking to the observer as

dies.

Em

has brought relief to thousands of
other sick women, so why not to
you ? For headache, backache,
periodical pains, female weak,
ness. many have said it is "the
oest medicine to take." Try It I
Sold In Tti3 CHy r w

KIDNEYS.

Why will people continue to suffer
the agonies of kidney complaint, backache, urinary disorders, lameness,
headaches, languor, why allow themselves to become chronic Invalids,
when a certain cure is offered them?
Doan's Kidney Pills is the remedy
to use, because it gives to the kidneys
the help they need to perform their
work.
If you have any, even one, of the
symptoms ot kidney diseases, cure
yourself now, before diabetes, dropsy
i i
or Brlght's disease setsin. Read this
East Las Vegas testimony:
Mrs. L. J. Meyer, 225 Railroad Ave.,
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "In
1902 a member of pur household gave
a public statement In favor of Doan's
Kidney Pills and confirmed It on
January, J907. This person thinks as
highly of Doan's Kidney Pills now as
ever. This remedy brought complete
rrelief from kidney trouble, which was
evidenced by- - pains In the back and
other annoying difficulties. We have
procured Doan's Kidney Pills at the
Center Block Pharmacy and have
been so greatly benefited by them
that we can speak highly in their
favor."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
Foster-MHbur-n
Co.,
Buffalo,
lameuiauons ana supplications in a cents.
dance of mourning around the sacrl-- New York, sole agents for the United
"
'
States.
ricial altar.
Part II Later as she receives the Remember the name Doan's and
intelligence .that the alarm was false, take no other.
and her brother ia returning to her
safely, her mourning changes to a
dance of joyous abandon.
The Spanish Student
Dramatis Personae
Victorian
.Student of Alcala
Count of Lara . . .Gentleman of Madrid
The Archbishop of Toledo.
A Cardinal.
Beltran Cruzado. Count of the Gypsies
Bartolome Roman
A Young Gypsy
chlsP
....A Gypsy Girl
Dolores
Preciosa's Maid
Scene Spain.

rann
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When a man blushes a woman is
apt to wonder if he fsn't a lobster.

(

r

STAR, REGULAR
and fourth
"second

to take CarduC for your female'
troubles, because wo are sure it
vlll help you. Remember that
this great female remedy

f

REBEKAH LODGE. I. O. O. F.
BODY
CELESTIAL
1,000
meets second and fourth Thursday THIS
TIMES LARGER THAN
evenings of each month at the I. O.
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N.
,
THE SUN
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs.
Adelene
T. F. Dailey, Secretary;
Smith, Secretary.
MUCH FAKTI1EB AWAY

EASTERN

We .Ask You

Mr. P. G. Fritz, Oneonta, N.
writes: "My little girl , was greatly
benefited by staking Foley's Orlno Laxative, and I think it is the best remedy for constipation and liver trouble." Foley's Orlno Laxative is mild,
pleasant and effective, and cures ha
bitual constipation. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

Civil Engineer and Surveyor

WONDERFUL

o SORES AND ULCERS

S. S. S. heals Sores and Ulcers In the very simplest way. It Just goes
and the place is bound
right down into the blood and removes the cause,
to heal because the impurities and morbid matters which have been the
means of keeping the ulcer open are no longer absorbed from the blood.
External applications of salves, lotions, plasters, etc., can never produoe a
cure because they do not "reaoh the source of the trouble. At best they
oan only allay pain or reduce inflammation; such treatment is working on
Every nutritive corpuscle in the
symptoms and not reaching the cause.
blood fi weakened or infected, they cannot nourish the fibrous tissue around
the place, but instead they constantly discharge into the flesh around the
n
sore a quantity of impure,
matter which gradually eats into the
surrounding healthy tissue and causes the ulcer to enlarge. Since impure
blood is responsible for Sores and Ulcers, a medicine that can purify the
blood is the only hope of a cure. S. S. S. has long been recognized as the
greatest of all blood purifiers, possessing the qualities necessary to remove
While curing the sore or ulcer 8. S. S.
every Impurity from the blood.
brings about a healthy condition of the flesh by supplying it with rich,
healthy blood, and thus makes the cure permanent and lasting. , Book on
Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice free to all who write.,
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLAHTA. GA.

r

C. M. BERNHARD,

Keeper of Record and Office:

HEALS

The only Institution in New Mexico whose
diploma Is recognized
by the California State Board of Education.
"It has more university graduates on Its
faculty than
similar
Institution In New Egland." Dr. A. E. WINSHIP, Editor any
Journal of
Boston.
Education,
Academic course, Elementary Normal course, Full
Normal course.
Advanced Normal course, Kindergarten
Trining course. Music, Art,
Training, Dome.stlc Science, Stenography and Typewriting.
Railroad fare In excess of 75 miles paid by the Institution.
Our graduates secure teacher's certificates
without examination,
t
Next Term Begins SEPTEMBER 14th.
For Further Information Address

DrBS.

GO WEN President,
East Las Vegas, N. M,

MMS

TOTT.S
J. mbfJir

,iLe
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary
irregularities.
Foley's Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality aird,vigor. Refuse substitutes.
FOS

SALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS

(jpJLj

DRUG COMPANY.

X
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QM Kafcal

Pickling Pears
-

16

Pounds for

A NEW

Are absolutely guaranteed in every

IS

way and sold to give satiisf action tor
money back.
They have every
known improvement and are perfect
bakers. We have sold 5 carloads
without a single kick. Without

Average' 8 or 10 to the Pound
Just Right foi' Preserving '

:

Steel Beeps

SV-..-

Stamped Linens

h

IN

or

j

Native White Clihg Peaches
)
,

,

,

Medium sizes, fine solid fruit.
'
Per Crate
;,
.One Dollar Twenty-Fiv- e
Cents

Y
1

and

20 Styles of Ranges

,

WEATHER

They stand in the front rank of Apples
that are at once choice fruit for both eating
and
cooking The only trouble is that they are
soon out of the market as they are not good for
winter keepers. A choice lot today at

rpftober

Temperature Maximum,
mum, 32; range, 40.
Himidity--i- a
36.

ta.,

Sc

The Store of Ike Davis

1

72

;.

mini-

Enderly-Windso-

r

pany .presents
Prices 59 and

&n

:

',

Forecast Fair tonight and
change in

day; not much

r

Fa

'

i

Table Centers
Doylies

S3-

Dresser Scarfs

as

concert com- S3
attractive program.

AND A FULL LINE OF
5
Fancy Pillow Tops
Fancy Table Centers
Pillow Ruffling and Cords
H

75 Cents.

The MilleiC Fruit company has Just
received their last shipment of fine
Thurs Gorman prunes, ask your grocer for
a box, they are very cheap.

Atanacio Roibal, an
has been employed to teach
mlssioner,
LOCAL
a
term of school in nre- No. 21; also Miss Rita Varela,
cinct
Concert at Duncan opera house to
of Pecos, for the same length of time
night.

NWS

--

50 Styles of

47; 6 p. m., 26;

mean,
1

the

REPORT.
12, 1909.

'

'

Heaters to select from.

Maiden Blush Apples

Corset Covers

I

:

LHCVIIG Wm.lLFELD,
Eridgo Street.

I1

.xiauuKercneirs

c

"

$25.00

LINE OF

S3.

S3.
S3
83;

m, See our new line of Bath Robes for Ladies

four-mont-

j

Use

0ir

Also Headquarters for

kinds of

FEED

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone

131.

YOUR SELECTION
OF A GOOD BANK
lis important,

not only for the present, but
also'for the years to come.
jTheright Bank connection will be a material
help'to.)yourevery day business.
iThisJ Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its or..
ganization.

Ri.tN0Lg,

in. fall and winter mil
joe Mack, a stranger in the city
Reasonable prices. 609 Sixth was
arraigned before Justice of the
street.
Peace D, R. Murray this mornimr
cnarged with drunkenness and vagran
Lester Sands is reported very ill at cy. ' On account of a crippled arm. he
"
his home In this city.
was not able to, work, and not
having
any coin, he was given one hour to
Order your cream from T.' T. get out of the city limits, a stunt that
Turner.
he did gracefully.
:

Lacking a quorum at the meeting of
FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN
the Elks lodge last night, no meeting
909 Eighth street.' Eight-roobrick
'
was held.
cellar under whole house, steam heat,
all modern conveniences, three lota
Home dressed pork, mutton and sidewalk, etc.
lamb, also Kansas City ham, come
aiso one irame House. 9 rooms
and see it. Pete Roth.
steam heat, all modern, laundry and
servants room, 3 lots, known aa the,
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER.
Buddecke house.
H. C. Kelley Co.'s - office, Pioneer
coin oi tne above are in the Kbr
E. D. Burks.
Building.
residence part of Eighth street
Also the Manzanares nlace at TTnner.
ine .Ladies' Aid society of the town, 8 rooms, cement cellar. Htv
Christian church will meet tomorrow water, bath, etc., out houses.
afternoon with Mrs. W. H. Rife.
About sixteen acres In orchard, fine
iawn and shade trees. Can nut in
Some new patterns in English din-- about 200 acres with
the above place
nerware, see them In our show win
or information and prices write ilf
dow. Have them in onen stnir w rect to
can sell you just what you want. 5
'"
F. A. MANZANARES,
.
and 10 Cent Store.
,
Fort Sumner NT ht
No agents need write.
The party who left a suit case
and trunk at' 1027 Seventh ' street.
WARNING
v..-Last notice. PnoIH-trolYmay recover dame by describing them
..... v diiUHCU
at the city hall- and paying for this nsning- .or tresnassiner
o win
'
on the lakes of this company.
ad.
ruAUll'A RANCH COMPANY.
The music loving people of Las
Vegas will enjoy a rare treat at the
Duncan opera house
onight when

'

OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.'

Cashier.

.

HALLETT KA YNOLDS, Ass't Cashier

MONEY SAVED
Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what yon want for cooking,

On Domestic Coa).

"Free from Slate or Slack

n w rnwnnw

He

V j

Foot Main St

BEST MEiTS in Town.

H. O. BROWN TRADING CO.,
DEALERS
IN

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS knd WAGONS?'
I

Street.

Get Our Prices before buying.

.

UUCE
BLUEPLUMS

ST?

0ir

JAVA BLEND COFFEE?

Sanitary

Superior
in
Quality
and a

Washing

Grocers, Dutch

Bread

mn pupEii,

f

at

GROCER AND BUTCHER,

Phone 144 and 145

Best

"THE COFFEE MAN"
P. S.

or Sale

Careful Handling

Per Pound

'
Prompt Service
Can be had ONLY by

,

ri

1

Finch's Golden Weddlne Rye. seed
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.

Douglas Ave.

609

E. Las

Vegas, N. M.

The best draft beer in the city. A
The .Lobby, of course.
Pabst's draught beer on tan only
at Opera bar.

Clothes of

Quality
:

tic

Bart Schaffner
M.

patronizing
STEAM

'

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

of Goods

LAS

Fresh Mince Pie.

Some very desirable City prop at the Opera bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.
erty improved and unimproved.
Houses for rent furnished and
Straight Guggenheim rye serve
over the bar at the Antlers.
unfurnished.

Beal Estate Co.

Ironing

25c

Boucher's

&

Marx

GBEENBERGEB,
Sole Agent
j

Latest designs and all new patterns, just what you should have
for Fall and Winter 1909 and

LAUNDRY

i

1910.

New Crop

If your wardrobe is incomplete
of anything in the way of Clothing, Hats, Shoes or Furnishing'
Goods, vou are cordiallv in
to inspect our stock.

Home Grown Carnations
75 c For-- Dozen
i I

ra and Gakero

.

This will be our last shipment

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,

Delicious
Flavor
Only

Girocer.

ens and Hens
All Hinds of Sausages

ff

GOODIES

Cakes, Pies, Cookies,

$1.00

Film Service Unsurpassed
Every evening commencing 7:30f
Matinees every day, 2:30 excent
Monday and Tuesday.
Admission 10 cents, Children 5 cents.

J. H. STEARNS,

Spring Lamb
Fancy' Native Mutton
Veal Vf;;'- '
Kansas City and Native Beef
Chick"
Homo Dressed Spring
'

L

BAKERY

25 Pounds for

MOTION PICTURES

.

'

Phone Main 86

Itae-llad- e

-

,

H

PHONE MAIN 107

CRYSTAL THEATER

.

Phone Main 31

S3;

S3:

Latest styles

linery.

Have You Tried

President.

SIXTH STISEET

'

CAPITAL'and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
E. D. RAYNOLDS,

Jake Graaf,

Beginning October 6th "l will teach
barber ladies to do their own'
dressmaking
shop.
ana tailoring, as taught by the Keist
ers Lames'
Star Meat Market. Fresh fish and Louis. For Tailoring College of St
particulars call at 925
oysters Friday.
Columbia avenue. Mrs. H. M. Glass

.h.j

The First National Bank
JEFFERS

as

4.i

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

,

-

Get the best at Nolette's

Flout
AH

,0

;S

Las
Vegas Greenhouses
PERRY ONION,
Phone Main 276
Prop.

-

1

V
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Boston Clothing Iloosa

, 1i

til

